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The Eco-Post Puller is the last post remover you’ll need. This patent pending machine is 
everything you need to pull a post in about 45 seconds with no additional tools, tractors 
or electricity. Introducing the Eco-Post Puller. The Eco-Post Puller is unlike any other on 
the market, and redefines the category. The Eco-Post Puller makes extracting posts 
quick and easy - in most applications one person can remove a post in less than a 
minute. 
 
The Eco-Post Puller’s unbendable engineering easily extracts metal, wood, t, or odd 
shaped posts - even bent or broken posts! Engineered - to never bend, to extract any 
type of post quickly and easily, and make removal a snap with a transport system 
designed to navigate any terrain. The Eco-Post Puller is so effective, rugged and 
reliable we’re confident it will be the last post puller you’ll ever need. (3.5 tons pull force) 
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ALL PARTS SHOULD GO OUT AND BE RETURNED 
WITH RENTAL 

MISSING PARTS WILL BE PAID FOR UPON RETURN 
 
 
 

              
 Eco-Post Puller 
Tong  Jaws  
Tong Jaws are bested used when there is a wood post broken/snapped off near 

the ground.  Attaches to puller using clevis hooks and grab chain.  Or can assist in 

removal of wood post that is not broken 

 
 

 

       

Eco-Post Puller Nose Assembly & J pin 
Nose assembly should remain on at all time while pulling post.  In general post 
rest/sets against assembly.  J pin attaches puller nose to puller 
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Eco-Post Puller Clevis Hooks 
Clevis hooks should always be attached because that’s how the grab chain connects to 
puller.   
 

      

Eco-Post Puller Grab Chain 
Grab chain is used to wrap around post and set in clevis hooks.  Also is used to attach 
puller tong. 
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